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We present the theoretical and experimental study
of nondiffracting Bessel beams as a device for optical manipulation and confinement of nanoparticles. We express analytically the optical forces acting on a nanoparticle placed into
a single and two counter-propagating non-paraxial nondiffracting beams created behind the axicon. Nanoparticle behavior
in these configurations is predicted by computer simulations.
Finally we demonstrate experimentally how standing waves created from two independent counter-propagating nondiffraction
beams confines polystyrene beads of radii 100 nm, and organizes them into a one-dimensional chain 1 mm long. Phase shift
in one beam causes the motion of the whole structure of the
standing wave together with any confined objects over its extent.
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Introduction

Almost twenty years ago the concept of the socalled nondiffracting propagation of electromagnetic waves
was proposed [1, 2]. These beams are formed by an interference of plane waves of wavevectors covering a conical surface. This interference is responsible for the very narrow core
of these beams (linear focus), their nondiffracting propagation
and the ability to reconstruct themselves after passing through
a disturbing obstacle [3]. This feature is especially useful for
multiple confinement of microobjects. The side effect of the
interference is that the beam energy is split almost equally into
several lateral rings and therefore only its fraction is available
in the intense central core. The most simple nondiffracting
beam is called the Bessel beam (BB) because its radial spatial profile is described by the Bessel function of the zero
order. Experimentally so called pseudo-nondiffracting beams
(PNDB) can be generated only. These beams do not exist in
the whole unlimited space but only in a spatially limited volume. One can use an annular aperture placed at the focal plane
of a lens, hologram [4] or an axicon [5] to obtain such beams.
Figure 1 shows the PNDB obtained by passing a Gaussian
beam through the axicon. Since the deviations of the PNDB
from the ideal nondiffracting beams are not significant on the
u Fax: +420 541 514 402, E-mail: pavlik@isibrno.cz

FIGURE 1 Schematic image of a nondiffracting beam generated by an
axicon illuminated by a Gaussian beam. The generated beam mainly has
the properties of the ideal Bessel beam – radial intensity profile is done by
the zero-order Bessel function (see the radial intensity cross-section on the
top-left part) and the axial central cross-section reveals the nondiffraction
property – the same width of the central core but its intensity is influenced
by illuminating Gaussian beam (white line over). The bottom part shows the
generation of this so called pseudo nondiffracting beam using the axicon.
This beam exists only over a distance done by the width of the illuminated
part of the axicon. The inserted object only disturbs the beam significantly
in a volume of a cone with the apex angle roughly determined by the angle
between the generating plane wave wavevectors and the propagation axis

micro-scale distances considered in microobjects manipulations, the PNDB is frequently called the Bessel beam. In this
paper we will follow this simplified terminology.
Because of sufficient power in the central core the axicon
generated BBs are extensively used for optical guiding [6–8]
and arrangement [9] of microobjects. Since the BB generation is based on the spatial and not time coherence of the
light source, white-light BBs were also successfully generated [10]. Axicon has also found a number of other applications in laser machining [11], metrology [12], optical coherence tomography [13], and atomic physics [14].
Recently the properties of several BBs interfering offaxis, counter-propagating, and co-propagating were studied
[15–23]. The interference of co-propagating BBs was found
to be an interesting tool to generate fields with periodic axial
distribution (self-imaging) [18–21]. Co-propagating BBs
also create “bottle beams” – a periodic linear array of intensity minima covered by a high-intensity light field [20, 22], or
an array of optical traps for high-index particles [23].
Despite the fact that a lot of applications of BBs were
considered and used for optical trapping, to our knowledge
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there is no theoretical study describing the properties of optical forces acting on nanoobjects or microobjects placed into
these beams. Therefore, in this paper we focus on the theoretical description of optical trapping of nanoobjects using single
BB and two counter-propagating interfering BBs, and on its
experimental demonstration.
2

Ideal non-paraxial Bessel beam behind the axicon

Only a few theoretical descriptions of the vectorial
nondiffracting beams were presented in the literature [24, 25]
but none of them are directly applicable to the axicon illuminated by a linearly polarized beam. To simplify the theoretical
description even more, let us assume that the axicon is illuminated by a linearly polarized beam that behind the axicon
creates an ideal BB. Let us place the centre of the coordinate
system (x, y, z) at the apex of the axicon and let us express
the field behind the axicon as a spectrum of plane waves in the
form [26]:
1
E(r) = 2
k

∞ ∞
i
EPW
(k x , k y )eik·r dk x dk y ,

(1)

−∞ −∞

1
∇ × E(r)
iω
∞ ∞
1
i
= 2
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B(r) =
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−∞ −∞

where α0 is the polar angle and β is the azimuthal angle with
respect to the axicon and
EPW(α0 , β) ≡ E PWx (α0 , β)ex + E PWy (α0 , β)e y
+ E PWz (α0 , β)ez


= E PW0 (α0 , β) cos α0 + sin2 β(1 − cos α0 ) ex

− [(1 − cos α0 ) sin β cos β]e y + sin α0 cos βez ,
(8)
k
BPW (α0 , β) ≡ × EPW(α0 , β)
ω
= BPW0 (α0 , β) {[(cos α0 − 1) sin β cos β]ex



+ 1 − sin2 β(1 − cos α0 ) e y + sin α0 sin βez ,
(9)

where e j ( j = x, y, z ) are unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinate system, E PW j (α0 , β) are the components of the electric field, E PW0 (α0 , β) is the amplitude of the electric field
component of the plane wave spectrum with wavevector direction described by the polar angle α0 and azimuthal angle β .
If a beam impinges on the rotationally symmetric axicon (no
dependence on β ), the integration in (6), (7) can be performed
and we get, in a cylindrical system of coordinates (z, , ϕ), for
a BB propagating in positive + or negative − direction of z
axis:
E(r) = E B0 (α0 )e±ik z {[J0 (σ) + J2 (σ)P⊥ cos(2ϕ)] ex

+ J2 (σ)P⊥ sin(2ϕ)e y ∓ i2J1 (σ)P cos ϕez ,

(10)

±izk

{±J2 (σ)P⊥ sin(2ϕ)ex
B(r) = BB0 (α0 )e

± [J0 (σ) − J2 (σ)P⊥ cos(2ϕ)] e y − i2J1 (σ)P sin ϕez ,
(11)

where
k x = −k sin α cos β, k y = −k sin α sin β ,
k z = k cos α ,
α ∈ 0, αmax ; αmax < π/2; β ∈< 0, 2π) .

(3)

Using dk x dk y = k 2 | sin α cos α| dα dβ we get
2π π/2
i
EPW
(α, β)eik·r | sin α cos α| dα dβ

E(r) =
0

.

(4)

0

The BB is created as a result of the interference of plane waves
if their wavevectors cover the surface of the cone. Therefore,
the distribution of polar angles for this ideal BB is done by
a delta function [24, 27]:
δ(α − α0 )
i
EPW
(α, β) = EPW(α, β)
.
| sin α0 | cos α0

(5)

This gives for the electric and magnetic fields behind the axicon
EPW(α0 , β)eik·r dβ ,

(6)

0
2π
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The time-averaged Poynting vector has the form
S=

2π
E(r) =

where E B0 is the amplitude of the BB on the optical axis, Jj
is the Bessel function of j -th order, k the wavevector,  and ϕ
are the radial coordinate and azimuthal angle in the cylindrical
system of coordinates and



1
R E × B∗
2µ0

(14)

and substitution from (10) and (11) gives

k  2
J0 (σ) − J22 (σ)P⊥2 ,
2ωµ0
Sy (σ) = 0 .

2
Sz (σ) = E B0
(α0 )

(15)

Sx (σ) = 0,

(16)
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FIGURE 2 Contour plot of the normalized axial component of the Poynting
vector Sz as a function of radial distance and azimuthal angle of interfering
plane waves

It is seen that the Poynting vector is completely symmetrical around the propagation axis even for a non-paraxial beam,
and as expected it does not depend on the longitudinal positions. With increasing angle α0 its axial component Sz can
reach negative values for certain radial positions (see Fig. 2).
This indicates that in these places the energy flows opposite to
the beam propagation.
Combination of several co-propagating or counter-propagating beams can be generally expressed as a sum of individual fields.
3

Optical forces acting on a nanoparticle

The optical force acting on a particle can be easily expressed for tiny (Rayleigh) particles (usually their radius
fulfills a λ/20). In this case the scattering is so weak that it
is assumed that the particle does not modify the incident field.
Therefore the ζ component of the optical force acting on such
a particle can be expressed as [28]:
⎧
⎫
⎨ 3
⎬
1
Fζ  ≡ Fζ = ε0 εm R
αE γ ∇ζ E γ∗ ,
(17)
⎩
⎭
2
γ =1
where ∇ζ ≡

∂
,
∂rζ

ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, εm ≡ n 2m is the relative permittivity of the surrounding medium, R means a real value of
the expression in brackets, ∗ is a complex conjugated value, α
is a complex valued polarizability of the object given by [29] :
α=

α0
≡ α + iα .
ik 3 α0
1 − 23
4π

(18)

α and α is the real and imaginary part of α, and α0 is given by
the by Lorentz–Lorenz relation:
α0 = 4πa3

m2 − 1
,
m2 + 2

(19)

where a is the radius of the spherical object and m ≡ n p /n m
is the ratio of the refractive index of the particle n p and the
surrounding medium n m .
In the case of Rayleigh particles (a λ/20) we get using
(18)–(19):
α

α0 ,

α

α02 k 3
>0,
6π

(20)
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  2 m2 − 1

3
=
  3 m 2 + 2 (ka) 

1.

(21)

Let us recall that α > 0 or α < 0 if m > 1 or m < 1, respectively.
Since the problem has cylindrical symmetry, we use axial,
radial and azimuthal components of the force:
⎧
⎫
3
⎨
⎬
2Fz
∂
=R
αE γ E γ∗ ,
⎩
ε0 εm
∂z ⎭
γ =1
⎧
⎫
⎨ 3
2 F
∂ ∗⎬
=R
αE γ E γ ,
⎩
ε0 εm
∂ ⎭
γ =1
⎧
⎫
⎨ 3
2 Fϕ
∂ ∗⎬
=R
αE γ
E
.
(22)
⎩
ε0 εm
 ∂ϕ γ ⎭
γ =1
3.1

Single Bessel beam

We focus here on a single BB propagating along the
positive direction of the z axis. For brevity we will omit the argument in the Bessel functions σ = k sin α0 = k⊥ . Putting
(10) into (22) we get:
 2
2 Fz
2
= α k E B0
J0 + 2J12 P2 + J22 P4
ε0 εm



+ 2 J0 J2 + J12 P2 cos(2ϕ) ,
2 F
2
{−J0 J1
= α k⊥ E B0
ε0 εm
1
+ J2 (J1 − J3 )P4 + J1 (J0 − J2 )P2
2


3
1
2
+
J0 J1 − 2J1 J2 − J0 J3 ) P cos(2ϕ) ,
2
2


2 Fϕ
α 2
= −2 E B0 sin(2ϕ) J0 J2 + J12 P2 .
ε0 εm


(23)

(24)

(25)

In this type of the beam the gradient and the scattering forces
are clearly distinguishable. The axial force Fz is a purely
scattering force and always propels the nanoobjects in the direction of the beam propagation. On the contrary, the radial
F and azimuthal Fϕ forces are purely gradient forces and objects with refractive index higher (lower) compared to the surrounding medium, are pushed to the places of higher (lower)
electric field intensity. Moreover, the azimuthal force results
from the non-paraxiality of the beam because it becomes negligible for wide (scalar, paraxial) beams when P2 0:
2 Fz
2
= α k E B0
J02 ,
ε0 εm
2 F
2
= −α k⊥ E B0
J0 J1 ,
ε0 εm
2 Fϕ
=0.
ε0 εm

(26)
(27)
(28)

Since forces F and Fϕ are gradient forces, the potential
energy of the particle in this field can be defined in the plane
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perpendicular to the beam propagation for a nanoparticle fixed
at a certain z position:
1
U(, ϕ) = − ε0 εm α
4

3

E γ E γ∗ .

(29)

γ =1

Using (10) in (29) we get for the single BB
 2
1
2
U(, ϕ) = − ε0 εm α E B0
J0 + 2J12 P2 + J22 P4
4


+ 2 J0 J2 + J12 P2 cos(2ϕ)
1
α
=−
Fz
.
2k α

(30)

Figure 3 shows the examples of this potential profile for
small and large α0 . For α0 ≥ 65◦ two off-axial equilibrium
positions occur parallel to the polarization of the illuminating
plane wave (dark spots). The depth of the potential well is less
than kB T for the considered particle size equal to 10 nm. This
is not sufficient to radially localize the particle in the intensity
maximum. Fortunately the depth of the potential well rises as
a3 for Rayleigh particles. Therefore just two to three times
bigger polystyrene beads should be noticeable influenced by
the BB and they should stay in the intensity maximum while
they move along the z axis.
3.2

Standing Bessel beam

Interference of a counter-propagating BB creates
a standing wave along the z axis. For simplicity let us assume
that both counter-propagating beams have the same properties (except direction of propagation). Therefore, the radiation
pressure coming from both beams is compensated and the
resulting force is the gradient force coming from the steep
intensity gradients along the z axis in the created standing
wave. It was experimentally proven that this configuration
can optically confine nanoparticles even in a weak Gaussian
standing wave [30]. For brevity we again omit the argument
σ = k sin α0 in the Bessel functions and α0 in E B0 , and we
obtain for the electric and magnetic fields:

ESW(r) = 2E B0 cos(k z) [J0 + J2 P⊥ cos(2ϕ)] ex
+ cos(k z)J2 P⊥ sin(2ϕ)e y

+ 2 sin(k z)J1 P cos ϕez ,
(31)

2ik
BSW (r) =
E B0 sin(k z)J2 P⊥ sin(2ϕ)ex
ω
+ sin(k z) [J0 − J2 P⊥ cos(2ϕ)] e y

− 2 cos(k z)J1 P sin ϕez .
(32)
Forces acting on Rayleigh particles can be expressed as:
2FzSW
ε0 εm

2FSW
ε0 εm

2
= −2α k E B0
sin(2k z)
 2

× J0 − 2J12 P2 + J22 P4 + 2 cos(2ϕ)(J0 J2 − J12 )P2 ,
(33)
2
{−2J0 J1
= α k⊥ E B0

+ J2 (J1 − J3)P4 + 2J1(J0 − J2 )P2
+ (3J0 J1 − 4J1 J2 − J0 J3 ) P2 cos(2ϕ)

+ − 2J0 J1 + J2 (J1 − J3 )P4 − 2J1(J0 − J2 )P2


− J0 (J1 + J3 ) cos(2ϕ) P2 cos(2k z) ,
(34)
Influence of non-paraxial terms on the lateral shape of the potential (30) for small azimuthal angle α0 = 20◦ and very big α0 = 85◦ . We
assumed the wavelength in water to be λ = 532/1.33 nm, and the object was
a polystyrene sphere (n p = 1.59) of radius a = 10 nm. The intensity of the
electric field on the optical axis was the same as in the 1 W Gaussian beam of
beam waist equal to 1 µm (E B0 = 1.8 × 1012 V m−1 ). It is seen then for the
wider BB, that the non-paraxial terms are not so important and the potential
minimum is in the centre of the beam. If α0 ≥ 65◦ two minima occur on the xaxis, symmetrically placed with respect to the beam centre. The white curves
show the trajectory of the particle if it propagates from different starting positions. The colorbar shows the potential energy (in kB T ) of the particle in the
BB if the zero level is set to zero field
FIGURE 3

2FϕSW
ε0 εm



α 2
= −4 E B0
sin(2ϕ) J0 J2 + J12




+ J0 J2 − J12 cos(2k z) P2 .

(35)

In this case the system is conservative in three dimensions
and therefore the potential energy for a nanoparticle in this
field has the form:
1
U SW (, ϕ, z) = − ε0 εm α
4

3

E γ E γ∗
γ =1
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  2

1
2
= ε0 εm α E B0
2 J1 − J0 J2 cos(2k z)
2


− J12 + J0 J2 P2 cos(2ϕ)


+ −J02 − J22 P4 + 2J12 P2 cos(2k z)


− J02 + J22 P4 + 2J12 P2 .
(36)

The radial and azimuthal forces acting on the same object
placed in single or standing BB have the same order of magnitude but the axial forces differ significantly. For simplicity let
us compare them in the paraxial case P2 0:
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max

FzSW
Fz




α
sin(2k z)
= max
α


3 m2 + 2
(ka)−3 .
2 m2 − 1
(37)

With respect to (21), the axial force in the standing wave is by
several orders of magnitude stronger when comparing to the
single BB and moreover, it is modulated by sin(2k z) which
gives an array of axial equilibrium positions. Due to the dependencies of k and k⊥ on the polar angle α0 , the bigger α0 ,
the narrower the radial dimension of the trap, but the wider
axial extent of the trap (see Fig. 4). For the paraxial beam we
got the trap half-width equal to 1.1λ radially and 0.27λ axially.
In the case of a non-paraxial beam we get a sub-wavelength
radial intensity maximum (its half-width 0.38λ) but the distance between neighboring on-axial standing wave maxima
is in units of wavelength ( 2.9λ). Therefore the shorter the
trapping wavelength used, the smaller the dimensions of the
traps. With increasing strength of the trapping field the objects
are better localized close to the trap bottom and so they can be
confined in the nanoregion.
Let us compare the axial forces calculated by this Rayleigh
approximation with a more exact Mie approach [23]. Figure
5 shows how the size of the object influences the deviation
of the Rayleigh approach from the Mie value for a single
Bessel beam and a standing Bessel beam. The beam parameters used for calculations coincide with the experimental ones
mentioned below. The results reveal that the Rayleigh approach gives a higher value of the axial force and of course
completely ignores the sign change of the axial force in the
standing wave [23]. Even though the Rayleigh approximation
gives axial force values four times bigger when comparing to
the Mie value, it can be efficiently used to estimate the trends
of the forces acting on the spheres of radius up to 100 nm
under the considered conditions.
4

Experimental set-up

We studied experimentally, the confinement of
polystyrene particles in an array of optical traps generated
by the interference of counter-propagating BBs. In contrast
to the previous experiment [17], we used a two times shorter
wavelength and identical optical components in both arms
(see Fig. 6). Both created BBs had a radius of the intensity

Ratio of the axial forces calculated by the Mie approach
FzMie [23], and the Rayleigh approximation FzRA for a sphere placed at the
centre of a single BB (dashed curve) or a standing BB (full curve). In the case
of the standing wave the maximal (minimal) values of the force along the zaxis are taken if the sphere equilibrium position is placed at the standing wave
antinode (node). The radius of the Bessel beam core coincides with the experimental set-up (see below) and the rest of the parameters were the same as
in Fig. 3
FIGURE 5

z-x potential energy profile of a polystyrene beam placed in two
identical counter-propagating Bessel beams. The parameters and symbols
were the same as in Fig. 3

FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 6 The experimental setup with two counter-propagating BBs. Polarisation of the beam from the laser (Coherent Verdi V5, 5 W, λ = 532 nm)
is tuned by the half-wave plate λ/2 to control the power ratio of beams separated on the polarizing beam-splitter PBS1. The first beam coming through
PBS1 is reflected by the dielectric mirror M1 to the axicon A1 (EKSMA
170◦ ), where it is transformed into a BB. Its width is consequently decreased
on a telescope T1 consisting from the doublet lens L1 ( f = 30 mm) and
aspherical lens AL1 ( f = 8 mm). The mirror M2 reflects the second beam towards the polarizing beam-splitter PBS2 which reflects the beam through the
quarter-wave plate λ/4 to the movable mirror M3. Here the beam is reflected
backwards through the λ/4 and PBS2 to the axicon A2 and telescope T2. The
optical elements in both parts are the same and so both counter-propagating
BBs have the same properties. By the use of movable mirror M3 the phase of
the second beam can be tuned in a cuvette C. This causes the movement of the
whole structure of standing wave nodes and antinodes together with confined
objects. Trapped objects can be recorded by the imaging system consisting of
microscope objective LDO and a CCD camera

centre core equal to 1.21 µm. The maximum nondiffracting
distance of each beam we define as the distance where the
on-axial intensity of the BB beam is higher than exp(−1) of
the on-axial BB intensity maximum. We obtained the maximum nondiffracting distance of about 5 mm in water for each
BB for our configuration [31]. Interference of both counterpropagating overlapped beams generated nanotraps separated
by 201.6 nm, and arranged into a linear array. Experimentally
we observed that this array was filled along the distance of
1 mm with polystyrene beads of radius 175 µm (see Fig. 7).
A combination of precise beam alignment and available laser
power has not allowed generation of longer array of confined
particles. Unfortunately, at the moment we do not fully understand the phenomenon of the dark places in the particle

FIGURE 8 Simultaneous confinement and delivery of polystyrene particles
of radius 100 nm in a movable standing Bessel wave (optical conveyor belt)

chain. The diffraction on the axicon edges was negligible
and we do not see any reason for the axial intensity modulation on this scale coming from the beam. We speculate that it
could be caused by the collective scattering of many confined
particles.
Since the movable mirror M3 changes the phase in one
beam, the whole structure of intensity maxima and minima
moves axially, followed by the confined objects. Figure 8
proves the delivery of polystyrene beads of radius 100 nm
over a distance of 60 µm. Since both BBs axially overlapped
over a distance exceeding 1 mm, the same mechanism was
used to deliver the objects over 1 mm.
5

FIGURE 7 1 mm long array of polystyrene particles of 175 nm in radius
captured in the Bessel beam generated standing wave. The top image is
composed from 10 frames taken at different positions of the imaging system (LDO + CCD). The bottom image shows part of one unscaled frame
corresponding to the white rectangle from the top image

Conclusions

We presented a non-paraxial description of the
ideal Bessel beam created behind the axicon illuminated by
a linearly polarized beam. Using this description we described
the optical force acting on nanoparticles placed into such
a beam, and the standing wave made of two such beams.
Based on this knowledge and previous experiments we succeeded in optical confinement of small objects such as polystyrene beads of radius 100 nm dispersed in water. They
formed a one-dimensional 1 mm long array. On changing the
phase of one beam we were able to move these objects over
1 mm.
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